
Pre Designed Agile Board 
Unique PMX Design elegancy 

Pre designed Agile Board that is suitable for 
Kanban, Scrum and other Agile Management 
Boards


Perfect layout to start working on your Agile Board. 
Three different sizes provides you options to pick 
the one that works most on your case! 


The special deisgn prevents any wear off on the 
surface and it is designed to last for years! 

PMX FLEX 
KANBAN BOARD 

SET 
Super flexible and super functional!

Full Magnetic, powerful but 
also convenient 
Unique Flexible Kanban Board  

This is a unuique product comes with unique 
features. Despite it is conveniently thin and flexible, it 
is surprisingly powerful in terms of magnetic power. 
Also it will serve as a white board on your wall! 


Snap on it, Write on it 
         Multi funtional board set 

Not only you can snap and stack the magnetic 
cards on this board, but you can also use it as 
white board! It is not one of those bulky and 
space taking boards! It is functional and powerful 
than average magnetic boards on the market. 
Moreover, this is a Kanban Board Set! 


All the pmxboard mahnetic cards are suitable for 
these flex magnetic boards. They will snap on it 
easily, eveb you can stack them! Remember, this 
is thin, but strong!


Available in three sizes  
  Three different options to build your Kanban 

1) Small Size for personal use - comes with 
three columns; 
a) To Do , b) Doing, c) Done


2) Medium Size for small teams - comes with 
four columns; 
a) Backlog, b) To Do, c) Doing, d) Done


3) Large Size for big teams - comes with six 
colums; 
a) Backlog, b) Sprint, c) To Do, d) Doing, e) 
Verify, f) Done


PRE DESIGNED KANBAN BOARD 

FULLY MAGNETIC BOARD 

WRITE ON IT, SNAP ON IT! 

ULTRA LIGHT FLEX BOARD 

COMES WITH FULL MAGNETIC AGILE CARDS SET 

COMES WITH BOARD MARKERS AND AN ERASER 



Installation No details skipped 
The board will enable you building your Kanban 
Board and start transforming your projects to Agile 
Management. The set comes with markers, and an 

This set includes the below items in it;  

A magnetic and flexible light Agile Board  

4 Board Markers in four different colors  

Board Eraser 

Screw Set 

Leveler 

Adhesive stickers to install the board 

You have two options to hang your board on the 
wall! 


Option 1) Use the both side adhesive stickers that 
come with the set! Please note that these 
adhesives may damage your wall if you decide to 
remove the board from your wall at some point due 
to the strength of the adhesives.   


Option 2) Use the screw set via the holes on the 
corners of the board. 


Things to remember; 


a) Please make sure that you pull from the corners 
when you are drilling the wall to make sure that 
you do not leave any bumpy surface on the 
board and it is firmly flat for a better user 
experience


b) Please remember to use the leveler that comes 
with the set to make sure your board is stragiht 
on the wall! 


c) Make sure to have fun with your board! 


Low - Medium - High Priority 
Rows 
Pre designed low-medium-high priority rows 
crossing the entire Kanban Board will help you to 
prioritze or deprioritize your tasks!


www.pmxboard.com 

What if we create experiences 
rather than just dreaming … Make 

it visual, make it real! 

Dimensions  
Three size options come in below dimensions;  

Flex-Board Small; 29.5” x 23.1” (75 x 58.7 cm) 


Flex-Board Medium; 39.3” x 23.1” (100 x 58.7 cm)


Flex-Board Large; 58.26” x 26.6” (148 x 67.7 cm)

Happy?  
Then we are too! We have great and innovative 

products in our pipeline. All we need is some feedback 
from our valuable customers. Please give us a review at 

Amazon if you like to support us!  

http://www.pmxboard.com

